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NEW QUESTION: 1
A network engineer must use an Internet connection to provide backup connectivity between
two sites.
The
backup must be encrypted and support multicast. Which technology must be used?
A. GRE over IPSec
B. IPSec direct encapsulation
C. GETVPN
D. DMVPN
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
As the Director of the Portfolio Management Office at your worldwide furniture store, you
prepare a series of reports on the status of the portfolio. One report that you use is a bubble
diagram. In using it in terms of resource supply and demand, you should structure it to show:
A. Resource importance and probability of success
B. Resource competency and component probability of success
C. Required resources and available resources
D. Resource availability and life cycle phase
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your MySQL server was upgraded from an earlier major version.
The sales database contains three tables, one of which is the transactions table, which has 4
million rows.

You are running low on disk space on the datadir partition and begin to investigate.
Examine these commands and output:
Which two statements are true? (Choose two.)
A. Executing ALTER TABLE transactions will enable you to free up disk space.
B. Truncating the sales and leads table will free up disk space.
C. Executing SET GLOBAL innodb_row_format=COMPRESSED and then ALTER TABLE
transactions will free up disk space.
D. Truncating the transactions table will free up the most disk space.
E. The transactions table was created with innodb_file_per_table=OFF.
Answer: C,E
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